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The only aircraft detergent with - - POSITIVE EMULSION- - an emulsion so strong,
oil will not redeposit (will not settle out on the surface before the job is finished) thus
leaving a dull finish after washing. Cuts through exterior grime without dulling the fin-
ish. Safe, at any dilution. Formulated for quick, easy and effective application with all
kinds of automatic washing apparatus, portable spray units, etc. Recommended by
the Aviation Consumer, an independent report to pilots and aircraft owners. Tested
and Approved to meet specifications of McDonald-Douglas CSD #1 Type 1, U.S.A.F.
MIL-C-25769J, Boeing and Aerospace Material AMS.

"Aero-Prep #500" has some rather remarkable characteristics - it is unexcelled for
safely and quickly removing exhaust stains as well as emulsifying and removing
heavy grease and soil deposits before shampooing. It is a synergistic product that
has many different applications such as removing exhaust stains and grease and oils
from the underside of the aircraft. Being a concentrate, the versatility of "Aero-Prep
#500" makes it a very economical product. It may even be used in dilute form for
washing the entire aircraft. "AERO-PREP #500" is biodegradable, nonflammable
and nontoxic. It will rinse free of film and residues.

DIRECTIONS:
· Removing exhaust stains - 1 part "Aero-Prep" to 5 parts water
· Engine & small parts cleaner - 1 part "Aero-Prep" to 3 parts water
· Cleaning concrete floors - 1 part "Aero-Prep" to 5 parts water
· General all-purpose cleaning - 1 part "Aero-Prep" to 3 parts water
· Cleaning vinyl -1 part "Aero-Prep" to 40 parts water

"Aero-Prep #500 must be rinsed immediately after using. DO NOT allow "Aero-Prep
#500" to dry on any surface!!

"KLEAR-TO-LAND" is formulated primarily for aircraft windscreens - however, it can be and is used exten-
sively for aircraft interior cleaning, including upholstery cleaning, fabric, plastic and leather.

KLEAR-TO-LAND
Aircraft Windscreen Cleaner

*REDUCES GLARE *NON-STREAKING
*REMOVES BUGS *ANTI-FOG *ANTI-STATIC

*REMOVES GREASY FILM *REPAIRS SCRATCHES
*CLINGS WHEN YOU SPRAY IT

*CLEANS WHEN YOU WIPE IT *NO DUST CLINGING RESIDUE

Meets Aircraft Specs
*MIL P2425 Sheet Acrylic Plastic

*MIL P25690A Stretched Modified Acrylic Sheet
*CSD-1 Aircraft Transparencies and Sandwich Corrosion

*BMS-8-135 *Boeing Lexan 9600

AERO-KLEEN #400

AERO-PREP #500

Davies "AERO-TECH WIPES" blends the micro-fiber cloth technology, with
the special needs of the aircraft cleaning industry. Select synthetic materi-
als are micro-processed, into durable fibers, re-combined into a strong,
durable, non-scratch fabric. This specialty process supplies "AERO-TECH
WIPES" with the non-scratch features, provides outstanding dirt lifting and
entrapment properties and also the wet or dry use options."AERO-TECH
WIPES" are made in the handy 16" by 16" size, and are available in indi-
vidually poly-packs, or bulk packaged in 10 and 50 quantities. It is recom-
mended that 2 "wipes" be used per aircraft, one for the interior and one for
the exterior. One also comes in real handy in the cockpit to wipe off the
instrument panel gages and screens.

AERO-TECH WIPES

Aero Kleen U.S. GAL p/n DW-AK400G
Aero Kleen U.S. 5 GAL PL. p/n DW-AK400PL

Aero Prep U.S. GAL p/n DW-AP500G
Aero Prep U.S. 5 GAL PL. p/n DW-AP500PL

Klear to Land 18 oz Aerosol p/n DW-KTAERO
Klear to Land U.S. QT. p/n DW-KTKQT
Klear to Land U.S. GAL. p/n DW-KTKG

AIRCRAFT EXTERIOR CLEANING PRODUCTS

SPEED WAX
Davies "Speed-Wax" is ideal for the professional aircraft maintenance per-
son or co-pilot who are short on time. As the name states, this product goes
on and comes off at close to mach speed, leaving a showroom finish.
"Speed-Wax" simply wipes on and off, no oscillating applicator or water is
needed. It is perfect for those "on the road" applications when a quick shine
is needed to remove rain or dew water spots."Speed-Wax" will remove pol-
lution or exhaust stains, is safe on emron and aluma-grip paints, and will
not harm glass or plastic. The thin polish left behind not only keeps your air-
craft looking new, but also protects the paint. DuPont "Teflon" is added for
enhanced durability during all weather and flying conditions.

Speed Wax U.S. QT. p/n DW-SPWQT
Speed Wax U.S. GAL p/n DW-SPWG

Aero Tech Wipes Singles p/n DW-ATW-IND
Aero Tech Wipes 10 Bulk p/n DW-ATW-10
Aero Tech Wipes 50 Bulk p/n DW-ATW-50

Davies " Aero Wash N Wax" is a chemical breakthrough in liquid aircraft
wash technology. It makes it possible to thoroughly wash and wax your
plane in one operation! "Aero Wash N Wax" first scrubs the vehicle clean,
and then leaves a protective wax coating. This amazing chemical discov-
ery simply hoses to a bright luster, no chamoising is required, just apply
with a sponge or soft brush, and hose it off. "Aero Wash N Wax" is rec-
ommended for all types of finishes. It rinses easily and quickly, and is the
perfect time saver.

AERO WASH N WAX

Aero Wash N Wax U.S. QT. p/n DW-AWWQT
Aero Wash N Wax U.S. GAL p/n DW-AWWG
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